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XINTRIX: Building a Brand Identity 
 

From his office in Lingen, a thriving city situated in the Northwest part of 

Germany, Wolfgang Nitschke, VP of the foreign business of GRP, a German 

software company, is in a video conference with his partner Georgios Stergiou. 

GRP has created a new software system (named XINTRIX) with features 

similar to an Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) and a Manufacturing Execution 

System (MES) but is having trouble convincing potential buyers of its value. 

 Georgios lives in Monterrey, Mexico, and he is in charge of opening up the 

Mexican market for XINTRIX. Georgios sounded concerned. He tells Wolfgang 

that he has been having difficulty closing even one sale. He had identified a pattern 

behavior when he pitched the new system to potential buyers: they always seemed 

skeptical. The SAP and Oracle systems are the preferred choices for the ERP 

needs of many large and medium size companies in Mexico, a target market that 

GRP has also been trying to serve. 

Wolfgang and Georgios wonder why XINTRIX is not a choice among the 

target market, whereas in Germany and China is used by many companies in a 

variety of industries. Of course, GRP is an unknown company in Mexico. 

Therefore, they wonder whether the lack of a clear brand identity is an obstacle 

that GRP is facing in Mexico. GRP senior executives recognize that marketing and 

branding were never priority areas in which to invest resources. 

In 2014, when the company decided to enter the Latin America market, 

Mexico was the place to start because of its emerging economy and capability of 
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adopting innovative technologies. To enter the Mexican market GRP followed the 

sales strategy it has been using in Germany and elsewhere. Nonetheless, not a 

single sale was accomplished through it. Wolfgang and Georgios were under 

intense pressure. Expenses were piling up, and no clear results were in sight. 

Headquarters in Germany were becoming anxious about the lack of results. 

Although both Wolfgang and Georgios knew that a brand reputation plays 

a role in people´s buying decisions, they did not know to what extent is a brand 

important. Which are the reasons that GRP´s software is well accepted in Germany 

and China but not in Mexico? Do Mexican CEOs see a risk in GRP´s software? 

What should they do to gain the same level of credibility in Mexico as elsewhere? 

Is a new brand identity (name, logo, colors, slogan, etcetera) what is needed? 

Why? Or Why not? 

 

A New Type of ERP and MES Software 
 

During the years that Wolfgang spent working in the automotive industry 

(See exhibit), he was frustrated with the current ERP systems, so he saw an 

opportunity to develop a new model for RFID1

In 2012, Wolfgang came in contact with a small German company, GRP, 

which was a spin-off of Aachen 2  University which provided Manufacturing 

Execution Systems (MES). GRP had been developing software systems for the 

last 35 years by allocating 50% of its budget to its Research and Development 

(R&D) department and in partnership with Aachen University. 

The solution GRP found was a simpler interface with greater capability 

compared to other traditional software companies. Its system covered almost all 

enterprise processes and provided instant data versus how industry experts 

understand the concept of instant data. Real data could be data from the day 

before versus instant data (up to the minute). Besides, the installation of the 

system could take days in contrast to other systems that could take months to 
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install. Additionally, the system was flexible enough to install modules as the need 

arise.  

Although the system required further developments, Wolfgang believed that 

XINTRIX could be the next generation of enterprise software.  

While enrolled in the executive MBA program, Georgios started in 2011 

consulting companies about executive leadership, processes, sales and strategy 

in Mexico and Europe. He realized that there was a big opportunity to apply 

“Global” solutions to the particular problems faced by the companies he was 

consulting. Companies suffered from a lack of efficiency, poor quality, and erratic 

business process, but instead of looking for what was happening in other parts of 

the world and picking up the best global solutions, they focused on using outdated 

but deemed “safer” methods. There was a need for a paradigm change. He set up 

his first consulting company in Monterrey, Mexico, with some of his classmates. 

When Georgios graduated in 2013, he decided to move to Monterrey, 

Mexico, to continue his consulting business. Nonetheless, he kept in touch with 

Wolfgang and over the course of the next few months, they started working 

together on understanding the software market in the Americas. 

He spent the next few months researching the markets of Mexico and the 

USA and visiting some companies and manufacturing plants, talking to a vast 

number of people at different organizational levels. After he had gained an acute 

insight of the workings of the software industry, he decided to fully commit himself 

to the development of GRP America and partner up with Wolfgang. He became 

responsible for developing the strategy to venturing into the new territory, with 

Mexico as the first test market. 

Wolfgang and Georgios started developing a plan for entering the USA and 

Mexico. They looked for talented people to join the company and made 

modifications to the business model and the strategy (See Exhibit), for the value 

proposition to match with the new market and their customer needs in the 

Americas. At that point, Georgios started to approach potential customers and 

encountered a consumer behavior pattern that prevented him from closing any 
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sale, so he decided to video conference with Wolfgang in Germany to discuss this 

issue. 

After the video conference, they were unsure of what to do. Not investing in 

creating a brand identity of the business and a marketing plan since the beginning 

was starting to have a negative effect now that the company was expanding to the 

Americas? They decided to contact branding consultants in Mexico. 

However, to invest in marketing activities and to develop a stronger 

branding strategy for future foreign operations, they needed the support of Manfred 

Keuters, GRP’s CEO, and his business partners, based in Germany.  

GRP devoted annually around 50% of its budget to Research and 

Development (R&D) but almost nothing on marketing activities. GRP has been 

performing well under Manfred Keuters´ leadership, CEO since 2010. 

Two of the advantages of the GRP´s system was its low price and its quick 

Return on Investment (ROI). These two features made the system highly attractive 

to companies that had a low budget to invest in large ERP systems. Since 

acquiring an ERP system required time and several visits from the vendors, the 

CEO and other decision makers of the companies could compare the benefits of 

one system over others. Sales of GRP system were made based on its 

differentiated features rather on a solid marketing plan or even based on a strong 

brand. 

Why was the sales model used in Germany and China not working in 

Mexico?  

One could argue that GRP had built a reputation in Germany and China 

solely by telling potential customers that other companies were already using the 

system successfully. But why was not working in Mexico this same approach? 

Wolfgang and Georgios knew the potential of GRP´s software, but it needed 

the right promotion to the right market, and for this to happen they had to start 

building the brand equity3. The challenge was that even though Manfred shared 

the vision of becoming a global company, he did not anticipate the need to change 

the procedures and adapt the company style to different business environments. 

After several discussions and negotiations, Manfred decided to let Wolfgang and 
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Georgios take full control of the situation. This way, with the help of branding 

consultants, they started the creation of an identity for the system. 

 

 
Enterprise software analysis 

 

Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) is a business process management 

software that allows an organization to use a system of integrated applications to 

manage all facets of an operation, including those related to product manufacture 

planning, material purchasing, inventory control, distribution, accounting, 

marketing, sales, finance, and human resources. The basic goal of using an 

Enterprise Resource Planning system is to provide one central repository for all 

the information that needs to be shared to improve the flow of data across a 

company.4 

A Manufacturing Execution System (MES) is a control system for managing 

and monitoring work-in-process on a factory floor. A MES keeps track of all 

manufacturing information in real time, receiving up-to-the-minute data from 

robots, machine monitors, and employees. Although manufacturing execution 

systems used to operate as self-contained systems, they are increasingly 

integrated with Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) software suites. The goal of 

a Manufacturing Execution System is to improve productivity and reduce cycle-

time, which is the total time to produce an order.5 

Usually, customers trade across MES and ERP systems. Small and 

medium enterprises tend to work with MES or a very simple ERP system, and 

when they start to grow in human capital or departments, they can pay for the 

traditional ERP systems to enhance their operations.  

With Wolfgang’s experience as a SAP user and consultant, as well as with 

other ERP software, he concluded that there was room for a new system that could 

provide a faster Return On Investment (ROI), faster installation period and 

customers less dependent on the system vendor. Wolfgang realized that those 

systems were good in “smooth” operating situations, but when real problems 
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occurred (change of operations, blackouts, machine damages, quality issues, and 

etcetera.), those systems did not deliver enough qualitative information. 

The GRP software, called XINTRIX, was able to address those critical 

issues. XINTRIX offers an integrated solution with ease of customization and quick 

results through instant, and real data derives from its ability to keep an open 

connectivity. After a quick installation of a standard system, it could be adapted 

step by step, adding specific modules based on the customer’s needs instead of 

installing a complete complex system for every process the company has and 

potentially could have. The installed modules address just the company´s present 

needs. With this standard approach, the system can be running properly within a 

couple of weeks generating value from day one, as well as streamlining both 

administrative and production processes. Three days have been the quickest 

standard installation GRP has made for a client in China thus winning the contract 

from one of Germanys´ biggest technological solutions providers. 

GRP´s software only disadvantage was that it did not have modules for 

processes such as marketing; however, this issue was easy to address as all 

modules of the system were engineered based on the customer needs. 

Wolfgang and Georgios believed their offer was the best, and they needed 

a branding strategy if they wanted to communicate that in a market full of big 

industry software solutions companies. They had to find a way to communicate 

that Xintrix was not a traditional ERP system and neither an MES system because 

its functions provided more solutions than a normal MES system (See Exhibit).  

 
Industry Analysis  
 

Buying an ERP or MES software in Mexico usually involves making a huge 

economic investment. Decision makers look for software companies that already 

command a good brand reputation to reduce the risk of the investment.  Size and 

background of the software companies are also key factors to take into account. 

Buying from big name vendors give customers peace of mind. When companies’ 

executives decide to implement a new software solution system, they think of safe 
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options like SAP and Oracle. Those ERP companies use their name as a 

marketing tool (example: SAP slogan “Run simple”), so most companies are 

buying from them for fear of making a mistake if they go for something different 

(known as the “lock-in phenomenon”, in philosophy.) 

Factors such as price, ROI, and the particularities of the system are 

secondary when deciding about what software to buy.  The assumption is that if 

industry leaders are using those systems, other companies think they should use 

them too. Owners and executives feel there are no other “safe” choices. Once 

executives choose a software system, they feel that they cannot change it, due to 

high costs of shifting to a different system. Also, admitting that they made the 

wrong choice is a possibility of preventing a change of the system.  

Mexico´s small and midsize enterprises are becoming more competitive at 

a global level. A window of opportunity opens for Xintrix when a company is in its 

growing stage because it may face budget limitations to pay for expensive ERP or 

MES systems, and the consulting fees that come with them. 6  Major OEM’s 

(Original Equipment Manufacturers) of the automotive industry are establishing in 

Mexico, indeed increasing the opportunities for enterprise software companies. 

For example, Kia Motors, the Korean automaker, opened a plant near Monterrey, 

Mexico, in 2016 

 

Industry 4.07 
 

The Fourth Industrial Revolution is here. The loss of many industries to 

China has forced Germany to innovate to make industrial processes more efficient 

to provide higher value to their clients, thus being able to compete on efficiency, 

quality and performance, as well as price. Climate change and scarcity of 

resources have triggered the use of renewable energies and carbon neutral 

technologies. Overall, to maintain high-quality services, companies need 

innovative digital business models. 

ERP and MES future generations are getting here anytime soon, the 

combination of intelligent machines with the internet will make it possible to create 
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cyber-physical systems that are controlled in real time, and have interconnectivity 

between suppliers, customers, machines, assembly lines, etcetera, in various 

locations. There is a big opportunity for companies who have developed systems 

that are part of this trend in industrialization.  

 

Industry Competitors      
 

 There are several important players in the industry of software technology. 

SAP and Oracle are the leading companies which provide support structures and 

services such as cloud computing, data storing and processing. These two strong 

companies have the biggest market share (See Exhibit) in the industry because of 

their experience and growth throughout the years. In fact, the power of the SAP 

and Oracle brands are so strong that the director of one consulting company that 

installs the SAP software said: “Business people call to set an appointment to 

install the software on their computers. I do not have to sell SAP at all; people just 

buy it.” 

 SAP and Oracle set the tone in the market, and they can handle a massive 

number of clients, giving them all the information services they need, from 

installation to tutoring or consulting. 

 
Company Analysis 
 

Latin America is an attractive market to enter with GRP’s industry software 

technology. Nonetheless, it is complicated for GRP to pitch its differentiation.  

GRP was not communicating its advantages in the right way to the right 

market. Its web page did not communicate its differentiated value, as some 

potential Mexican clients said. In Germany, GRP sales direct, that is, without using 

brokers. Even though the system has more features and functions as other 

systems, it is being sold just as an MES system with a lower price, compared to 

other similar companies.  Companies in Germany accepted the system without the 

need for GRP to invest in a brand identity or a marketing plan. 
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As the person in charge of marketing and sales in foreign territories, 

Georgios knew that a change was needed. They had to concentrate their efforts 

on communicating the extra features, attributes and superior benefits for clients in 

comparison to other systems. Thanks to the investment made during the last 35 

years in R & D, they could be the global market leaders of Industry 4.0 solutions. 

After extensive discussions, Wolfgang and Georgios agreed that the 

company had developed a system that did not fit 100% into one or other of the 

established market categories (ERP or MES).  (See Exhibits). 

Also, the company’s sales strategy should change because they believed 

that the integrated solution the system offers could be adapted to all type of 

companies. It was not like an ERP system mainly used in large companies, neither 

was like an MES system used only for process control. GRP’s system was very 

flexible, adaptable in a modular base, and easy to install.  

GRP’s brand needed to communicate clearer their competitive advantages: 

instantaneity, a concept widely understood as real-time information, 

ubiquitousness, flexibility, mobility, friendly interfaces, and support and resource 

optimization, among many other features. These features differentiated the 

company and its software positively, giving it a tough edge to match or exceed 

another system in the market. 

When the brand consultants studied the decision of GRP to enter the Latin 

American market, they knew that the new but unknown company would face a big 

challenge. GRP had not devoted any thoughts about its brand in its 40-year history. 

The fact that the company was a spin-off of Aachen University meant that 

they had a strong academic influence; the company was a key player in innovation; 

yearly it spent 50% of its budget on R & D. In fact, during the last 15 years, the 

company has been working on Industry 4.0 solutions. The company altogether 

ignored issues related to the creation of a marketing department. Being an 

unrecognized brand in the new market raised skepticism of potential clients.	
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Can the price be used as value validation? 
 

Additionally, the company faces the challenge of having a low price on “the 

system of the future.” Software solutions for industry problems are valuable to 

companies because of the impact they have on efficiencies. C-level executives, 

who are the potential buyers, tend to have big budgets at their disposal to spend 

on the very best software solution they can get. Companies invest millions when it 

comes to buying software that will help them optimize their processes. GRP’s 

Software, XINTRIX, has a lower price in comparison to the other software 

companies. The potential buyers are looking for the best, not the cheapest. It 

seems that a low price did not help communicate the excellent value of the solution 

GRP offered. 

 

 

Taking advantage of an opportunity 
 

 GRP’s system has features from MES and ERP plus new ones, such 

as instantaneity on data sharing, its customizable modules that grow together with 

the needs of the clients, and its unique ability to connect with any system or piece 

of equipment up to 80 years old. Because of those unique attributes such as 

complete connectivity, a faster resource optimization, and faster ROI that may take 

months, rather than years, the set of benefits is greater than other enterprise 

software companies (See Exhibit). 

GRP´s directors just need to break the current mindset prevailing in the 

enterprise software market to position themselves as leaders of Industry 4.0, what 

experts call: the future of enterprise on software solutions. 
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Exhibit 

Points of Parity and Differentiation of Xintrix versus main competitors 
Parity GRP’s differentiation 

• The system will help optimize company’s 
processes 

• Reduced operation costs  
• The software can easily integrate with other 

ERP and no ERP products and applications 
• Make it possible to use some database for 

different business areas 

• Companies can operate the system 
without GRPs assistance (full ownership 
of the system) 

• Flexible and easy to customize and use 
(intuitive implementation) 

• Fast implementation  
• Gets ROI faster 
• A system upgrade is included once a year 
• Can connect with up to 85-year-old 

machines 
• Hassle-free 
• Easy to understand and use 
• Highly adaptable 
• Global mobility (control everything with 

and advice) 
• Low training time 

 
XINTRIX´s mental map 

 
 

Process	optimization	
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XINTRIX´s (GRP´s software) Attributes  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ERP
• Functions:
• Administrative
• Planning
• Data	management
• Forecasting
• Accounting
• Transactions
• Guidance	to	make	
decisions

MES
• Process	optimization
• Tracking	materials
• Real	time	data	
processing

• Plant	floor	conditions
• Manufacturing
• Product	life	cycle
• Process	monitoring
• Quality	control

New	features
• Connectivity	
(systems/machinery)

• Simulation
• Full	ownership
• No	consulting	fees
• Global	mobility
• Flexibility
• Fast	implementation
• Intuitive
• Hassle-free
• Easy	to	use	and	
implement

• Security
• Minimize	interfaces	
• Modular	growth

XINTRIX	
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Exhibit 

ERP Software Market Share 2013 Worldwide 

 
XINTRIX’s attributes and benefits 
 

 
 

 

 

XINTRIX's	attributes

• Faster:

• Fast	implementation
• Instant	data
• System	customization

XINTRIX's	benefits

• Faster:

• ROI
• Productivity
• Processes
• Efficiency

Through:	
Digitalization	
Global	mobility	
Connectivity	
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Customer Satisfaction Testimonials for XINTRIX (GRP´s software). 
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EXHIBIT: Wolfgang & Georgios professional careers. 

 
Wolfgang had completed studies in electrical engineering, physics, 

mathematics, and philosophy. In 1996, he began his professional career in the 

nuclear industry, and later as a sales consultant for SAP. From 2003 to 2007 he 

worked as purchasing and project manager in the biggest 1st tier automotive 

supplier company, and in 2009, he returned to the nuclear industry and, at the 

same time, started his own consulting business. 

 

With a degree in Aeronautical Engineering, Georgios Stergiou worked on 

Airbus industries in France where he was involved in some projects, from 

engineering to marketing and sales. Afterward, he moved to London where he 

worked for one of the largest global direct sales company in the energy industry 

and eventually he started his sales and marketing company. Wolfgang and 

Georgios were classmates in an executive MBA program (Called ONEMBA) at 

Rotterdam School of Management from 2010 to 2013. 

 

End Notes  

1 RFID stands for Radio-Frequency Identification. The acronym refers to small electronic devices that 
consist of a small chip and an antenna. The chip typically is capable of carrying 2,000 bytes of data or less. 
The RFID device serves the same purpose as a bar code or a magnetic strip on the back of a credit card or 
ATM card; it provides a unique identifier for that object. And, just as a bar code or magnetic strip must be 
scanned to get the information, the RFID device must be scanned to retrieve the identifying information. 
http://www.technovelgy.com/ct/technology-article.asp  
 
2 Rhine-Westphalia Institute of Technology Aachen is a research university of technology located in 
Aachen, North Rhine-Westphalia, Germany. With over 40,000 students enrolled in 130 study programs, it is 
the largest technical university in Germany. 
 
3	Brand	equity:	the	added	value	endowed	to	products	and	services.	This	value	may	be	reflected	on	
how	consumers	think,	feel,	and	act,	with	respect	to	the	brand,	as	well	as	the	prices,	market	share,	and	
profitability	that	the	brand	commands	for	the	firm.	Brand	equity	is	an	important	intangible	asset	that	
has	phychological	and	financial	value	to	the	firm.		
	
4 http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/E/ERP.html 
5 http://searchmanufacturingerp.techtarget.com/definition/manufacturing-execution-system-MES 
6	http://www.news-sap.com/erp-in-mexico/#sthash.MZei9eNz.dpuf 
7	Industry 4.0 is a collective term for technologies and concepts of value chain organization.[1] Based on the 
technological concepts of cyber-physical systems, the Internet of Things[2] and the Internet of Services,[3] it facilitates the 
vision of the Smart Factory. Within the modular structured Smart Factories of Industry 4.0, cyber-physical systems monitor 
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physical processes, create a virtual copy of the physical world and make decentralized decisions. Over the Internet of 
Things, Cyber-physical systems communicate and cooperate with each other and humans in real time. Via the Internet of 
Services, both internal and cross-organizational services are offered and utilized by participants of the value chain. 
	

Professors Juan M. Rodríguez Garza and J. Francisco Guzmán-Tanikawa and Research Assistant Mariel O. 
Zertuche-López of EGADE Business School at Tecnologico de Monterrey prepared this case. This case was 

prepared solely to provide material for class discussion. It does not serve any other purposes. 
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